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Foreword: About This Thesis 

The technique documented in this thesis is being recorded for 

the first time. I am indebted to Prof. G. van der Geest for 

allowing me to conduct original research for my Honours 

Degree. Owing to the nature of this research very few sources 

are available dealing specifically with the technical aspect 

of this method. The only printed sources currently available 

are two magazine articles. both interviews with the developer. 

Peter Feuchtwanger. Further source materials. besides the 

standard reference works used for comparative purposes. con-

sist of comprehensive notes to a lecture written by Peter 

Feuchtwangerls close friend. some time assistant and pupil. 

Marian Friedman. Two in-depth personal interviews were con-

ducted with Ms Friedman and have been duly noted in the bibli-

ography. 

About Peter Feuchtwanqer 

Peter Feuchtwanger is not only a world-renowned piano teacher 

with such famous pupils as Shura Cherkassky. Marc Raubenheimer 

and Martha Argerich, but has also taught winners of inter-

national competitions such as the Rubinstein International 
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Competition in Israel. Aoart from teaching privately. Feucht

wanger also presents master classes in Germany. the USA. 

Israel. .Japan and other countries. including his annual 

classes in interpretation in Switzerland (in Lutry. Sion and 

Rapperswil Castle) (Burkhalter 1980:310). 

Feuchtwanger notes his most influential teachers as being his 

first teacher. Gertie Rainer (a pupil of Emil von Sauer). and 

Dr Hans Heimler (a pupil of Schenker. Weingartner and Alban 

Berg). Other notable pianistic influences were Cortot. Back

haus. Schnabel and other "Golden Age" pianists such as Hoff-

man. Lhevinne and de Pachmann. Other musical influences 

include Kreisler. Sarasate and Casals. but most especially the 

great singers of the Italian Bel Canto such as Tetrazzini. 

Destinn. Gluck. Melba and Patti (feuchtwanger 1988:80). 

Kathleen Ferrier and Bruno Walter also influenced his musical 

approach and thinking. but it was the great musicianship and 

humility of the pianist Clara Haskil which had the greatest 

influence on his pianism and approach to music as a whole 

(Feuchtwanger 1988:82). 
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Feuchtwanger is also a noted composer with a distinct Eastern 

influence. One of his works was performed by Yehudi Menuhin 

and Ravi Shankar at the Festival of Bath in 1966. He is also 

a judge at various international piano competitions. especial-

ly at the .. Concours Clara Haskil .. in Switzerland (Burkhalter 

1980:310). 

Peter Feuchtwancrer's Pianistic Develooment 

Feuchtwanger states (1988:80) that he had his first piano 

lesson at the age of thirteen. and that before that he learnt 

everything from gramophone records. He could " ... play at once 

from memory anything I had heard on these records ... and states 

that he learnt all the Chopin Etudes and most of the Beethoven 

Sonatas in this way. He must have been an astonishingly 

accomplished pianist even at this early stage of his develop-

ment. He reports that he learnt to play naturally. sponta-

neously and therefore without any extraneous physical tension. 

and that this "uncomplicated and natural way of playing was 

the key.. to his later work. especially as a teacher (1988: 

80). Owing to the advanced nature of the repertoire ·he had 

studied by the time he started formal lessons. one may assume 

that his technique must already have been quite fa~ advanced 
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5 

I will attempt to show which of his ideas are 

original. It should be borne in mind that most of his ideas 

on technique have been throuah his own discovery at the piano. 

rather than through assimilation of others' ideas. 

About Marian Friedman 

Marian Friedman is a well-known South African pianist and 

teacher. She was the winner of the SABC Music Prize in 1975. 

and studied for her Bachelor's and Master's Degrees in Perfor-

mance which she attained cum laude in 1977 from Indiana Uni-

versity. Bloomington. USA. She was assistant to Menachem 

Pressler of the Beaux Arts Trio at the time. Her real musical 

studies. she claims. began with the well-known South African 

teacher Adolf Hallis. and only continued and blossomed under 

the tutelage of Peter Feuchtwanger in London. under whom she 

has studied since 1978. From 1979 onwards she concertised 

regularly in Europe and the UK and in 1983 returned to South 

Africa. taking up a lectureship in Piano at Pretoria Univer-

sity in 1984. In 1988 she was invited to return to Europe and 

gave a highly successful concert in Vienna. She has cut two 

discs and made various recordings for European radio and 

television. 
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Friedman claims she owes most of her musical and pianistic 

development to her studies with Peter Feuchtwanqer. whose 

musical philosophy and pianistic technique she has now made 

her own. She regularly returns to London for lessons and 

advice. as does another of Feuchtwanger's friends. the famous 

pianist Shura Cherkassky. Ms Friedman has been of great h~lp 

in providing source material for this thesis. It is also 

through her that I have become acquainted with this original. 

spontaneous and inspiring technique: one which is based upon. 

and leads to. the highly meaningful and expressive performance 

of. for me. the most transitory and elusive of the arts - the 

art of music-making. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE EASES OF THIS TECHNIQUE 

1.1 The Philosoohical Base 

11 The [artist]. the art. the work. it is all one." (Herricrel 

1985:65). 

In answer to the question whether there is a philosophy in 

which one could recognise a guideline for his work, Peter 

Feuchtwanger answered, ''In order to answer this question. I 

refer ... to Herrigel's Zen in the Art of Archery because in it 

you will find all there is to know concerning the teacher

pupil relationship and their approach to their craft ... the 

fundamental thought of Zen philosophy forms the basis of my 

attitude towards teaching and art, and life in general." 

(Feuchtwanger 1988:96). 

Eugen Herrigel's Zen in the Art of Archery is regarded as a 

classic relating the difficult path towards understanding Zen 

philosophy. The path to Zen is through one of the arts such 

as painting. dancing, swordsmanship or archery. In the East 

the Martial Arts are considered to be on the same level as the 
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creative arts. Throucrh the art of archerv Herricrel describes 

the learning of Zen. 

In his Foreword. D. T. Suzuki explains the fundamental concept 

of Zen as related to archery: "In the case of archery. the 

hitter and the hit are no longer two opposing objects. but are 

one reality. The archer ceases to be conscious of himself as 

the one who is ~ngaged in hitting the bull's-eye which con-

fronts him. This state of unconsciousness is realized only 

when. completely rid of the self, he becomes one with the 

perfecting of his technical skill ... " (Herrigel 1985:6). On 

the way to this perfection. there are certain things the 

apprentice has to learn. Firstly. the Master (teacher) 

explains: "[Let] go of yourself. leaving yourself and every-

thing yours behind you so decisively that nothing more is left 

of you but a purposeless tension." (Herrigel 1985:47). He 

goes on to explain that the spirit only. is present. an aware-

ness of a kind which is utterly egoless. and because of this 

" .. ranges without limit through all the distances and depths. 

with 'eyes that hear and with ears that see'." (Herrigel 

1985:64) . 
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It is in this state of mind. unperturbed by ulterior motives. 

that the artist. wholly centred on his art. must practise it. 

"But if he is to fit himself self-effacingly into the creative 

pr·'Jcess. the practice of the art must have the way smoothed 

for it." (Herrigel 1985:55). Thus the pupil understands whv 

the ohysical. technical side of the art must be practiced 

until it becomes so natural that it is an unconscious part of 

him (Herrigel 1985:57). We are furthermore told that the 

correct frame of mind for the artist is only reached "when the 

preparing and the creating. the technical and the artistic. 

the material and the spiritual. the project and the object. 

flow together without a break." (Herrigel 1985:63). 

Finally. after many years of practise and study. the pupil 

arrives at the crux of Zen in the art of archery: "Is it 'I' 

who draws the bow. or is it the bow that draws me into the 

state of highest tension? ... Bow. arrow. goal and ego. a 11 

melt into one another. so that I can no longer separate 

them ... as soon as I take the bow and shoot everything becomes 

so clear and straightforward and so ridiculously simple .. 

(Herrigel 1985:86). 
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In short. "performers" must forget themselves. their tech-

nique. their goal. so that all fuses into one reality. one 

experience. 

But what does all this mean in terms of music and esoecially 

the performer's art? Firstly and most importantly. it means 

utter humility in the face of our art. If any trace of ego-

tism remains. performers cannot concentrate all their atten-

tion on the music and its realization. 

themselves and think only of the music. 

They should forget 

Secondly. they must 

forget their technique so that their musical soul "has the way 

smoothed for it" CHerrigel 1985:551: their concentration 

remaining solely on the music. and not tied down with tech

nical detail. 

This is not an original notion in music: the great teacher 

Louis Kohler (1820-1886) said. "Content and technique must 

form a unity: the content is the soul. the technique the 

body." (Kloppenburg 1951:2281. Thalberg (1812-18711. the 

famous piano virtuoso. took this further by saying that one 

should rather play with the spirit than with the fingers 

(Kloppenburg 1951:2351. However it was Louis Adam (1758-18481 
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who came c 1 oser to the Feuchtwancrer aonroach when he sta. ted. 

"If the fingers are no longer led by a direct imnulse from the 

soul. one should rather ston playing." (Klonpenburg 1951: 135). 

With this quote we come to the final step in Zen philosonhy as 

applied to music performance: one must forget. not only 

oneself and one's technique. but also one's croal i.e. the 

perfect performance. In this way one achieves perfect unity 

with the music. not T.-lorrying about the past (mistakes. wrong 

notes) or about the future (memory lapses. difficult parts 

ahead). but beincr completely immersed in the present. concen-

tratincr solely on the reality. vitality and expressiveness of 

the musical moment. 

Other important Zen concepts include the importance of prep-

aration and "purposelessness". Preparation is recrarded as 

part of the ceremony of performance - it is central to its 

success. The artist must prepare him or herself mentally and 

spiritually so that he or she enters into the correct state of 

mind before the performance commences - actually the performer 

cannot perform unless prepared. The application to music is 

obvious. The concept of "purposelessness" is important in 
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cra1nina the desired mental attitude. namelv one of comolete - -

unity with the music. It means that one must not consciouslY 

think. "I've got to get this ricrht now" or "I must concentrate 

because this passage is difficult''. One must be in such union 

with the music that instead of thinkina about it. one simply 

does it. Conscious thought must not retard musical expres-

sion. Of course. one has to practice one's technique "to the 

point of repletion" (Herrigel 1985:57) in order to reach this 

state of absolute unity. 

Thus "The fartist) the art. the work- it is all one." (Her-

ricrel 1985:65). 

1.2 The Practical Base 

In answer to the question whether it was his aim to free his 

pupils as far as possible from their physical habits. so they 

could achieve spiritual freedom which would shape their inter-

pretation far more spontaneously. Peter Feuchtwanger answered. 

"Yes. Although this doesn't mean to say I favour anarchy! 

Quite the contrary. A much greater discipline is reauired to 
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achieve this freedom - but many musicians are afraid 

dom. as are most human beinas." fFeuchtwanger 1988:84) 

of 

1 -_j 

Friedman f1989:5) sneaks on a more practical level when she 

says that wasting energy through either body or arm movement 

is comparable to" ... wasting precious water at an oasis." She 

goes on to state that all the tension and energy wasted. on 

unnecessary movements can be '' ... transformed into vital energy 

and placed in the fingers where it is needed most." (friedman 

1989:5). She s~~s up the basis of this technique by saying 

that the more relaxed one plays. the more comfortable one is, 

the more easily one is able to express what one wants to say. 

Techniaue is the conduit of the musical soul. and to allow 

unimpeded flow. one's technique must be as tension-frBe as 

oossible (friedman 1990). 

Beautiful sound is an important aim of this technique as sound 

is. after all. the basis of music. To this end Friedman notes 

that a forced or strained technique results in a metallic 

"' 
sound. whilst a relaxed technique produces ·beautiful sounds 

even in rapid passage work. She explains that harsh sounds 

are usually the result of too much tension (friedman 1989:1). 
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Manv writers acrree on a relaxed techniaue. Rudolf Breithauot - -

r1873-1945l asserts. "The essence of technique is not exertion 

but relaxation of nerves and muscles and the automation of the 

means to the point of unconsciousness." rKloppenburg 1960:37). 

Leimer and Gieseking (Kloppenburg 1960:102) add the point that 

all unnecessary movements must be avoided at all costs· and 

that all muscles not being used at that moment must be kept 

relaxed. Both Feuchtwanger (1988:83l and Friedman (1990l agree 

on this point - it may be said that this is one of the most 

imoortant principles of the Feuchtwancrer approach. 

Another important point is the mental aspect of the Feucht-

wanger approach. Friedman notes. "The mental controls the 

physical. One plays the piano with one's brain. not one's 

fingers!" (1990). Luigi Bonpensiere (d. 1944) has written 

extensively on this subject and states that one's mind. and 

not one's fingers. should be used as the creative origin 

(Kloppenburg 1960:121) This aspect will be discussed in 

greater detail in the chapter "The Mental Aspect". 
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In conclusion, "Technique is the conduit of the musical soul 

and to allow unimoeded flow. one's techniaue should be as 

tension-free as oossible." fFriedman 1990). 
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CHAPTER 2: FINGERWORK AND THE USE OF THE ARM 

The ideal movement at the piano is described bv Feuchtr.vanger 

as being the initial movement of the arm bringing the fingers 

to the keys. whereafter all movements as far as possible 

should come from the fingers whilst the arm follows them as 

oart of the whole body. The kevs must be seen as extensions 

of the fingers. the fingers always remaining as close to the 

keys as possible (feuchtwanger 1988:83). This is summarised 

by a quote from Josef Hofmann (1876-1957). one of the greatest 

"Golden Age" pianists. when he said simply. "Always play with 

the finaers." rHofmann 1976:27). Martienssen (Kloppenburg 

1960:128) agrees and states that the best pupils come from 

teachers who teach fingerwork as the basis of a good tech-

nique. 

Friedman (1989:2) expands on the question of finger action and 

points out how little exertion is actually needed to depress a 

key. Only the action of the finger from the knuckle down is 

needed in order to depress the key. No movement from the arm 

is required at all. She comments further by saying. "We a 11 

use more tension than we really need." (friedman 1989:2). It 
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is interesting to note that no less a cerson than Chocin 

agrees with her: according to Hickins. "Chopin kect his elbows 

close to his sides and played only with the fincrer touch. no 

weight from the arms." (Eigeldinger 1986:301. 

But how does one incorporate this tvpe of finger techniaue 

into one's everyday plaving. so that one alwavs plays with 

just enough tension to activate the key. and not waste energy 

nor cause unnecessary strain? The answer to this question 

forms the basic starting point for the practical application 

and understanding of this technique. 

2.1 The Perfect Balance at the Piano 

Before reaching the point where the finger action comes in. 

one must first discuss the achievement of "The perfect balance 

between tension and relaxation at the piano" (Friedman 19901. 

The achievement of this balance is necessary so as to find 

just the right amount of tension needed to hold the fingers. 

hand. wrist and arm as relaxed as possible. without the whole 

playing mechanism collapsing. 
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Friedman describes the achievement of this balance throuah a 

oarticular exercise advocated by Peter Feuchtwanger: one 

starts with the right hand and arm completely relaxed and 

hanging freely next to the bodv. The right hand is then 

picked up at the wrist by the left hand and thrown onto the 

keyboard. the right arm. rNTist and hand all remain compLetely 

relaxed during this action. The wrist and arm then hana 

freely from the keyboard. both completely relaxed. The fingers 

lie completely relaxed on the keys; the notes they have 

deoressed are entirely arbitrary. The concentration must be 

focused entirely on the relaxation of the playing mechanism. 

The absolute relaxation of the playing mechanism (fingers. 

hand wrist and arm) is tested by the left hand pushing the 

right forearm slightly and then letting go: only if the fore-

arm swings freely are all muscles completely relaxed. The 

left hand then raises the right hand wrist to keyboard level. 

the right hand fingers still depressing the keys. The left 

hand then raises the right hand fingers .individually. placing 

them in a five-finger pattern closest to their previous posi-

tions. The fingers are placed on the surface of the keys. 

The left hand is now removed just enough tension must now 

remain in order to keep the fingers from depressing the keys. 
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and the rest of the playing mechanism from collaosina. - - One 

has now achieved the perfect balance between tension and 

relaxation. and is utilising the exact amount of tension 

needed for balance at the piano; no more and no less. One 

should remember to keep the whole playing mechanism as relaxed 

as possible throughout the action. Tension should only be 

felt at the top of the upper arm just at the shoulder. while 

the whole arm remains relaxed. 

Although this action has often been described in piano litera-

ture. its application in this context is quite new. Dr F. A. 

Steinhausen. of the Breithaupt weight-technique school 

describes this state of correct tension at the piano in his 

description of the various types of touch at the pian~: he 

speaks of the so-called neutral touch where the fingers lie on 

the key surfaces. not depressing them. He agrees that the 

weight or tension is felt in the shoulder (Kloppenburg 1960: 

44). The great pianist of the last century J. N. Hummel 

(1778-1837) also notes in his Piano Method. "The muscles of 

the arms and hands must have just enough tension so that they 

can carry the fingers without slackness." (Kloppenburg 1951: 

146) . 
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The movement itself Cor parts of itl have been described bv 

various writers. including the French pianist and teacher 

Blanche Selva. who in the earlier part of this century spoke 

of the teacher lifting the pupil's relaxed arm and dropping it 

suddenly onto the keyboard. the keys thus depressed being 

arbitrary (Kloppenburg 1960:70). She advocated this ·as a 

relaxation exercise. Breithaupt himself describes this type 

of movement as one of the movements providing the pianist with 

playing power. He clearly discusses this "throwing action" in 

terms of a playing movement. but not as an exercise (Kloppen-

burg 1 9 6 0 : 2 3 ) . Breithaupt also speaks of the ''passive posi-

tionlt where the weight of the passive arm is felt in the 

fingertips and the arm is then in a state of equilibrium. 

However. the keys are depressed. This is notated by him as 

being a muscle relaxing exercise (Kloppenburg 1960:27). 

Apart from ridding oneself of extraneous tension. one may also 

determine the least amount of tension needed to activate a 

key. thereby learning to play with much less tension and much 

more freedom (Friedman 1990). 
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How then. does the abovementioned exercise lead to playing 

with less tension? Friedman answers that an extension of the 

exercise is needed to arrive at the playing aspect of it 

(friedman 1990). 

Firstly. she explains. one assumes the position reached at the 

end of the "balance" exercise. The fingers are almost flat 

against the keys. but without tension. The playing mechanism 

is relaxed. the fingers restincr on the key surfaces. the 

tension being felt (albeit slightly) at the top of the upper 

arm near the shoulder. The left hand then depresses the right 

hand second finger in staccato fashion while the finger 

remains relaxed. When the left hand is removed. the key rises 

bringi~g the relaxed and tensionless finger with it. the 

finger still in contact with the surface of the key. One may 

speak of the key "throwing up" the finger. For this to happen 

one must make sure that there is no tension in the finger. 

Through this action one feels the genuine weight and resis-

tance of the key. Keeping the right hand in position with the 

fingers on the surface of the keys.the left hand restrikes the 

key with the same staccato touch. If the right hand finger 

remains relaxed. it will follow the key naturally. The fin-
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~ers are therefore seen as extensions of the kevs. One then 

reoeats the first steo exactly. 

The final and most important step in this exercise follows: 

the right hand finger is raised slightly as a small and 

natural extension of the previous movement. Tne arm should 

not be used. the only movement taking place at the knuckle. 

It is very important that there be no jerking of the forearm 

muscle as this would mean that the arm muscle is beincr used 

and this would be contrary to the object of the exercise. The 

lr -
~~ey 1 s depressed quickly by the falling of the finger. and as 

the finger relaxes at the bed of the key it is thrown up bv 

the key. The finger lands once more on the surface of the 

key. It is important to remember to lighten or relax one's 

finger when at the bed of the key and especially so for pia-

nists with larger. heavier hands. 

Although this exercise is new to finger technique. the notion 

of using finger action alone is not. The 19th Century pianist 

and teacher Carl Czerny (1791-1857) stated that the action 

should occur onlv from the fingers. and that the hand and arm 

are not to make any unnecessary movements (Kloppenburg 1951: 
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171) . The action is more closely notated by Adolph Kullak 

(1823-1862) who asserts that the correct r · t · ... 1nger ac._lon con-

s i sts of: "1. The lightning-fast raisincr and letting fall of 

the finger: and 2. The most complete rest and relaxation at 

the moment of depression." He further states that "The power 

flo•.-1s from the movement of the knuckle joints and the pre-ssure 

. 
of the fingertips. Any other tension in the arm. wrist etc .. 

is a waste of energy. II (Kloppenburg 1951:238). The most 

interesting predecessor of this finger movement exercise is 

that given by C. D. Schuster in his method book. published in 

1799. He claims the fingers should rest on the key surfaces. 

not deoressing them: and when the finger depresses the key the 

arm mav not be held stiff. and that neither arm nor hand may 

be raised when the key is depressed. None of the unused 

fingers may move in sympathy with the active one (Kloppenburg 

1951: 118). 

However it is in the soecifics involved in this exercise that 

one finds the most interesting correlations with famous com-

posers and performers. such as Chopin and Lhevinne. According 

to Franchornme. Chopin (speaking about octaves and simple 

repeated notes) said. 11 
••• donlt leave the key; but simply let 
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L.he fincrer be sofL.ly pushed back uo bv L.he key itself." tEi-

aeld1naer 1986:41). - -
Josef Lhevinne. the greaT. ''Golden Aae" 

o i anist in his book Basic Pri nc 1 ol es 1·n Pi ano.fc;rte P 1 av·ina. 

states that this type of finaer action gives elasticitY. 

beauty of tone colour and richness of tone (Lhevinne 1972:13). 

He illustrates the action bv an e~ample. 

Examole 1: 

CLhevinne 1972:131 

2.2 Finaerwork 

The action used for fingerwork is generally described as the 

most important step of the exercise to 1ncoroorate the correct 

balance between tension and relaxation into our playing (see 

above) . For finger-staccato and rapid non-legato playing it 

is the soeed of the activation of the key which counts. not 

the height from which the finaer ~~attacks'' the key. according 

to Friedman (1990) She explains by saying that first of all. 

only a finger act1on from the knuckle down is required. no 
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other. The finger starts from and lands on the surface of the 

key. also in staccato playing. As she outs it. "When the key 

is back in position. the staccato is finished and our f1ngers 

therefore have no need to be higher than the key surface. 

Further. the action is the same as above. remembering to let 

the key throw the finger up after depression. The most imoor-

tant thing is not to waste energy keep the fingers in con-

~ 

tact with the keys using no arm and always keeping the wrist 

relaxed. The last is most important. Also think of the 

upward rather than the downward motion of the kev- this will 

help the fingers to let the keys throw them up. and reduce the 

1 ike 1 ihood of the wrist tensing up and locking.'' (friedman 

1990). 

This action for finger staccato and rapid non-legato playing 

is not new- it was first properly documented by Adolph Kullak 

(1823-18621 in his book on piano method in 1860. He stated 

that the finger staccato occurs from the knuckle (Kloppenburg 

1951:240). The English pianist and teacher Thobias Matthay 

(1858-1945) also wrote of the finger staccato. He agrees that 

the fingers must remain in contact with the keys (Kloppenburg 

1960:111) and that the keys must be allowed to spring back 
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into place (Kloppenburg 1960:1131. Most importantly. he 

recognises the importance of the kev liftina the finger. 

especially to avoid stiffness when playing reoetitions with 

the same finger fKloppenburg 1960: 114) . Feuchtwanger of 

course applies this principle of key lifting to all finger 

staccato and rapid non-legato playing. Matthay's disciple. 

Joan Last. applies this principle to all finger technique when 

she says. "In stead of using the standard old expression 'Pick 

the finger up I • we should rather say I Let the key come up I. II 

(Kloppenburg 1960:1401. It is interesting also to recall the 

comment of Chopin. " ... simply let the finger be softly pushed 

back up by the key itself." (Eigeldinger 1986:41). 

A word on security in playing finger staccato passages: "Keep 

a relaxed wrist and think of each finger and note as it is 

being played. Make sure the fingers do their work properly. 

coming up and depressing the keys with enough energy." 

(Friedman 19901. 

Problems encountered in legato fingerwork passages such as un-

evenness of touch and the resulting rhythmic inaccuracy will 

be fully discussed in the chapter "Tension and Relaxation". 
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2.3 $oecific Uses of the Arm 

In answering the question whether there is any use for the arm 

Friedman replies. "Yes. there are certain specific circum-

stances which require the use of the arm. but generally the 

arm is to hang free. loose and relaxed. the fingers doing the 

work. The arm stays out of most playing actions. II CFri!9dman 

1990) . Feuchtwanger (1988:83) states that the arm ~· .. follows 

[the fingers] freely as part of the whole body." 

Friedman notes the specific uses for the arm as being in the 

areas of chord and octave playing (Friedman 1990). 

Plaving Chords Usincr the Feuchtwancrer Aooroach 

There are two general movements associated with chord playing 

in the Feuchtwanger approach. Friedman (1990) explains: both 

are used in powerful passages with chords. where the dead 

weight of the arm is utilised. The arm must be completely 

relaxed with no tension and no stoppage of movement must 

occur. It is very important that the wrist remains completely 

relaxed. thus acting as a shock absorber for the hand and 

fingers. This not only reduces tension and prevents locking 

of the wrist. but most importantly a beautiful round sound is 
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created and the metallic edge so evident in the oerformance of 

many oianists is avoided. The fingers must work to make sure 

all the notes are olayed the arm must not do all the work. 

The playing power originates from the muscles of the lower 

back. In order to create this power one must do a type of 

isometric exercise where one presses aaainst an imaginary 

wall. The force created by the back pressing against the 

unyielding "wall" will provide the energy needed to play 

powerful chords with a beautifully round. full tone. To 

transform this force into positive energy. one must think of 

the energy travelling from the base of the back. up through 

the relaxed shoulders. down through the relaxed arms. wrist 

and hands and into the fingers. The fingers relax immediately 

upon activating the keys. thus allowing the energy and momen-

tum to flow through to the strings. producing in this way the 

overtone-rich sounds needed for powerful but not harsh playing 

(Friedman 1990). 

The two types of actions used are apparent in the different 

positions of the forearm and the different actions of the 

wrist. In the first type the forearm is held in a natural 
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position 1.e. neither high nor low. As the energy is oro-

jected through the relaxed arm. -r:he forearm is moved forward 

towards the keys. the relaxed wrist risincr correspondingly to 

accommodate the follow-through action so that no stoppage of 

the movement occurs. In the second type the forearm and wrist 

are held below the level of the keys. the fingers as close to 

the keys as oossible. As the fingers depress the keys. the 

wrist rises vertically bringing the forearm with it. The 

wrist must remain relaxed to ensure a round sound. The fol-

lowing is an excellent illustration of the type of passage 

which calls for the use of the first type of chord technique. 

Examo~: Schumann/Liszt. "Liebeslied". bars 57-58 

(from F. Liszt. Liederbearbeitunqen·. Peters. p. 124) 

The orig1ns of these chord techniques once more lie in the 

protagonists of the ''Golden Acre" of piano playing. The famous 

teacher Leschetitzky speaks of a chord being played by an up 
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or down movement of the wrist (Kloopenbur<:r 1960:61i. while 

Hofmann. in Piano Questions Answered (1976:12) considers 

playing chords with a 11 loose arm•• all-important. Lhevinne _ 

(1972;29) tells of Anton Rubinstein playing chords with the 

weight of his bodv and shoulders. He goes on to speak about 

Rubinstein•s gloriously full. though never harsh sound. 

According to him. Rubinstein achieved this by playing with 

completely relaxed wrists which then acted as shock absorbers. 

Lhevinne agrees completely with this technique and advocates 

it (Lhevinne 1972:31). 

Feuchtwanger has assimilated the principles of chord playing 

with the relaxed weight technique as advised by Ludwig Deppe 

(1828-1890) and his disciples. On playing chords and accents 

his pupil Elisabeth Caland (1862-1929) indicates that ·· ... you 

depress the hand suddenly and powerfully through use of the 

back muscles ... the whole arm. from the shoulder down. must be 

seen as one. as 1 f without joints. •• (Kloppenburg 1960:13). She 

later acknowledges the part of the lower back muscles: 

energy originates in the lower back muscles and is in a cer-

tain sense thrown into the finger tips. •• (Kloppenburg 1960: 

15) . 
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The last word. however. must be criven to the outstanding 20th 

centurv artist Artur Schnabel. himself a oup1l of Leschetitzky 

and a musical model of Peter Feuchtwanger (feuchtwanger 1988: 

80) . According to Schnabel's pupil Konrad Wolff. "litlhile the 

side of his back could swing freely. its central axis remained 

in place. Wnen his hands. in this body posit 10n. touched the 

keys from close by ... a tremendously full and effortless sound 

went forward and upward from the sounding board of the 

piano ... the finger stroke is completely followed throuqh 

[original italics). The elbow stretches: the upoer arm moves 

forward: the upper oart of the fincrer becomes almost perpen-

dicular." (Wolff 1972:25). Interestingly. this movement seems 

to be an amalgamation of both Feuchtwanger types: " ... this is 

not an independent arm or shoulder action but rather the 

completion of the motion engendered by the down-stroke of the 

finger tip." Thus we conclude our discussion of chord playing 

a la Feuchtwanger. 

Plavincr Octaves with the Feuchtwancrer Accroach 

The action for octaves is the same as that for chords. The 

playing of rapid octaves however reveals quite a revolutionary 

approach. 
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Feuchtwanaer has develooed an 

innovative movement to minimise tens1on·and wrist locking 1n 

the playing of rapid octaves. thereby ensur1ng an effortless. 

rich sound. 

The movement starts as a controlled fall of the arm. e~actly 

as illustrated in the beginning of the '~balance•• exercise. As 

the relaxed wrist falls onto the keyboard the fingers take the 

desired notes. As the first octave is sounded. the wrist and 

forearm continue their fall. The fingers take the second 

octave by moving themselve~ along the surface of the keyb9ard 

with as little participation of any other part of the playing 

mechanism as possible. At the same time the wrist starts its 

natural ascent. This ascent is seen as natural as it is a 

direct reaction to the aforementioned fall of the wrist and 

forearm. The momentum created bv this fall is followed 

through by the gradual rising of the wrist as the octave 

pattern nears its completion. At the end of the pattern the 

wrist has returned to the high position it had just before the 

beginning of the fall. Octaves involving black keys need 

slight wrist adjustments according to the context. 
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This whole movement is aptlv described bv Friedman as being 

the "pebble movement" as it must resemble and be exoerienced 

as the movement which a pebble makes when sk1mm1na aloncr the 

surface of the water (friedman 1990). The movement can serve 

two octaves as well as a whole phrase or scale. Each phrase. 

grou? or pattern contained in a pebble movement must be 

thoucrht of as a whole or else the mental oerception will not 

agree with the physical experience and ohysical tension will 

occur which will cause a breakdown. 

For more powerful octaves the power source of the back muscles 

is used in exactlv the same wav as it is in powerful chords 

(see above) but of course noT..v in connection t..vith the "pebble" 

movement. Caland also talks of rapid octaves being played 

from the back muscles with the "free fall" (Kloppenburg 1960: 

15) . Breithaupt (Kloppenburg 1960:28) lists various types of 

octaves including the "throw octave" utilising his "throwing 

action" which could be seen as a predecessor of Feuchtwanger's 

''pebble" movement. 

To facilitate the use of this movement Feuchtwanger has com

posed an exercise illustrating the movement very simply. The 
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exercise starts with two conjunct octaves eg C4/C5-D4/D5 taken 

bv the right hand. The olaying mechanism then performs the 

complete movement as set out above. It then takes a ohrase of 

three conjunct octaves. then four conjunct octaves and so on. 

with each phrase still describing the correct movement. each 

time extended bv one more octave. Eventually. whole octave 

scales may be played in this wav. The same exercise applies 

converselv for right hand descending octaves and ascending 

left hand octaves. 

Tnis movement may be applied to the following examole from the 

Bart6k Piano Sonata C1926l: 

Examole 3: Bart6k. Sonata (19261. I. 31-34 

CFrom B. Bart6k. Sonata (19261. Universal. p. 41 

In conclusion of this chapter on Feuchtwanger's ideas on 

fingerwork and the use of the arm. I quote Chopin in the words 

of one of his pupils. Mme de Courty: "The arms should be the 
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slaves foriginal italicsl of the fingers ... one should keep 

one's mind off the arms and just use them as naturallv as 

possible .. " (Eigeldinger 1986:30). These words of Chooin's 

pupil aptly sum up the Feuchtwanger approach: let the r1naers 

do the work. let the arm follow and always be relaxed. 
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CHAPTER 3: USE OF THE WRIST 

According to Friedman. the wrist is to rema1n relaxed and 

supple a~ all times. It is used to get the finaers around the 

keyboard with the minimum of effort "The wrist leads and the 

fingers follow." (friedman 1990). 

As far as wrist relaxation is concerned. Friedman is backed up 

bv many writers including Lhevinne and Chopin. Chopin 1 S pupil 

Streicher states that the master found fault with her stiff 

wrist (Eigeldinger 1986:30). Lhevinne. on the other hand. 

writes quite extensively on how important it is that the wrist 

remain relaxed in order to create a beautiful sound (1972:19). 

He most fittincrly uses the analogy of a car ride without shock 

absorbers. and its adverse effects on the passengers. Tne 

wrists are the shock absorbers of the piano. and it is " .. next 

to impossible to produce a good singing tone with a stiff 

wrist." (Lhevinne 1972: 19). 

However it is Friedman's comment about the wrist leading with 

the fingers following. which is the most intriguing. When 

probed this point (1990). Friedman answers in the form of an 
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example. She soeaks of the turn of a scale: if one is playing 

a riaht hand scale ascending. the wrist must be turned sliaht-

ly in the direction of the movement. As the scale reaches the 

turn the wrist describes a diaaonal half circle. then the 

wrist rises and turns to commence the journey down and 1s now 

closer to the body of the piano. The right T..vrist ·3.lwavs 

describes an anti-clockwise circle. the left a clockwise one. 

These horizontal or diagonal circles were first advocated bv 

Deppe (Kloppenburg 1960:10) and Feuchtwanger uses them in the 

same way as Deppe does. although without the unnecessarv "free 

fall" of the arm. Chopin also tilted his wrists almost imper-

ceptibly in the direction of a run. thereby. Eigeldinger as-

serts. ensuring the famed evenness of his plaving (1986:106). 

The circle movements as such are onlv used in certain circum-

stances as the wrist must stay as quiet and relaxed as much as 

possible. However. any distances to be covered at the kev-

board are best performed utilising these circular wrist move-

ments fFriedman 1~90). 
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In the case of leaos these circular motions a~~ utilised bv 

Feuchtwanger in an oricrinal manner: e.cr. when the ricrht hand 

is used to execute a wide leap involving sinale notes. Havina 

clayed the first note of the leap. the wrist leads once more. 

leaning slightly in the direction of the second note. The 

hand. wrist and fingers must be comoletely relaxed. As the 

note is reached the fingers are flicked out from under the 

'~'N"rist. The wrist remains completely relaxed as the particular 

finger activates the key. At this point the wrist is slightly 

off-centre i.e. not above the note being played: it is already 

returning to the point of origin leaving just enough time for 

the finger to activate the key. The forearm is to remain 

totally relaxed at all times in this movement. or else the 

exercise will be pointless. The circles the wrists describe 

are horizontal and all movement must occur as closely to the 

key surface as possible. The fingers almost stroke the key 

surfaces as they glide over them (Friedman 1990). 

This technique of wrist .. flicking.. is entirely original - no 

other writer. to my knowledge. has written of this action 

before. The following is a good example of the application of 
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this techniaue. exceot that here the wrist stavs at the top. 

resumincr its natural position. 

Examole 4: Chopin. Etude oo. posth. no. 1. bars 52-53 

'52 

* f * (Aut: P 
(from F. Chopin. Trois Nouvelles Etudes. Schott. p. 67) 

Another extremely original application of this idea is the use 

of wrist flicking in order to move around the kevboard rapidly 

without tension where there is no break in the contour of the 

music. In other words. the swift chancrina of hand positions 

without an audible break in the musical flow. 

Friedman explains this movement by way of examole CFriedman 

1990) . She uses the.Chopin Etude op. 25 no. 12 as an excel-

lent illustration of the application of this techniaue. The 

first two bars serve as case models for the entire work. 
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Ex_amole 5: Chopin. Etude op. 25 no. 12. bars 1-'.l 

(from F. Chopin. Etudes op. 25. Schott. p. 59) 

Friedman (1990) proposes that onlv the wrist is to be used: 

there is to be no arm intervention. She uses the ricrht hand 

as illustration: one presumes that the fifth finger will be 

used on the first E flat. As the fifth finger plays the E 

flat the whole playing mechanism relaxes and the wrist starts 

to move out. turning sideways in the direction of the musical 

line. As the wrist continues on its journey the fifth remains 

on the E flat. the relaxed hand and fingers following the 

wrist. It is very important that the thumb be consciously 

relaxed as it has just played. and needs to be brought with 

the hand and wrist in a relaxed fashion. As the wrist arr1ves 

at its destination. so the relaxed thumb arrives just next to 

the E flat it is to play. due to the fact that the wrist has 

turned almost completely sideways in order to facilitate this. 

The relaxed fifth finger is now raised sufficiently by the 
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wrist to allow the thumb to reactivate the kev. As this 

haooens. so the other fingers are flicked out from under the 

wrist towards the bodv of the instrument. with no interference 

from the arm or tension in the r,vrist or fingers. In Fried-

man's own words. "Almost as if they were criven an invisible 

shove." (1990). The whole movement then starts again. the 

wrist having "collapsed 11 on the p 1 ayi ng of the second E f 1 at 

bv the thumb. The whole Etude calls for the use of this 

techniaue and if it is employed the work can be performed 

effortlessly (Friedman 1990). 

The "flicking" motion and its extensions are new in the art of 

9iano playing. It affords great mobilitv around the kevboard 

with the minimum of tension. No other pianist or teacher has 

yet notated anything like this. Althoucrh quotes emanating 

from the Chopin circle are not specific on this subject. one 

or two indicate that Chopin mav have used a technique similar 

to this. Witness the account of Mikuli: "He could play legato 

[original italics) in the most difficult arpeggios ... since it 

r..vas his wrist and not his arm that was in constant motion. 11 

(Eigeldinger 1986:29). It could be that Chopin had a similar 

idea to Feuchtwanger's when composing this Etude. What does 
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seem apparent. thoucrh. is that these two pianists share a 

common aooroach to certain aspects of piano playing. 
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CHAPTER 4: USE OF THE THUMB 

Due to his self-training Feuchtwanqer has developed an indi-

vidualistic use of the thumb. He explains. "Since no-one had 

ever oointed out to me that one's thumb should be passed under 

one's fingers. I frequently plaved an ascending scale over two 

octaves with the fingering 12345-12345 etc.: Finding the 

fourth finaer awkward after the fifth when descending the same 

scale. I replaced it with my thumb: therefore I played 51321: 

or I preferred to start a phrase or a scale with my second 

finger (also in C Major} playing 234-12345 and back 51321-432. 

My thumb was like the joker in the pack of cards as it would 

take the place of any finger. It served as a pivot and 

because I used it so much, it never became tense. (an afflic-

·tion which affects so manv pianists)." (feuchtwanger 1988:81). 

Friedman (19901 also discusses the thumb as pivot. commenting 

that it has two functions: firstly. it often reolaces a weak 

finger (eg. 51321 instead of 54321 in a descending scalel: and 

secondly. it keeps the thumb and hand relaxed. as unorthodox 

fingering has been used. This stops the mind from anticipat-
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ina the movement and preoar1ng for it. Usuallv. the mind will 

do this. causing tension in the hand and fingers. 

In the following example Feuchtwanger replaces the fourth 

finger - suggested bv the editor -with the thumb. followed by 

the fourth and third respectively Cright handl. 

Examole 6: Chopin. Etude op. 10 no. 9. bars 1-3 

Allegro molto agitato ~-= 9a tAut: MM ,;. = 92) ' 4 a tAut: tr , , 
0:2 3 ( ,,-..!;) (z.~~)-,l-,)---: .• .:-. --•. ~. _...;:.._1....;..;;;,;.;..;;,.3 __ 5~....:.-;;.;--..._ fl I I -- --con for-:!!_ 

_,....- -....__ 

- - - -f' ~2> 14 J f' I' I J f' I l J f' I I J ~I l J f' I I J 

legatzsszmo 
2 * 2 * 2 (2) * f * 

(from F. Chopin. Etudes oo. 10 ed. P. Badura-Skoda. 

Schott. p. 42) 

The hand now remains relaxed as the fourth finaer no longer 

plays the A flat as an isolated note. but plays the following 

G with the hand in closed position to support it. Both the 

third and thumb are in natural position. The thumb is relaxed 

as part of the hand and not extended- which it most likely 

would have been. had the editorial fingering been used. 
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Feuchtwanger declares that. he often uses the thumb on black 

kevs. seeing it basically as a middle finqer: a. o i vot over 

which the other finaers can move (Feuchtwanaer 1988:841. He 

takes this further by saying that in this way. "we arrive at 

an elliptical motion- a motion which is nearlv always clock-

wise with the left hand and anti-clockwise with the riaht 

hand. Therefore the fifth finger usually plays with an inward 

motion. toward the keyboard." CFeuchtwanger 1988:84). Here we 

arrive at the origin of the circular motions discussed in the 

last chapter. Their application to the above example is 

exact: it is only in combination with their use that this 

finaering can be used in a relaxed and natural fashion. 

Friedman exoands on the uses and rOle of the thumb in her 

Notes to a Lecture (1989:4). She starts off by saying that 

the thumb is naturally a lazy finger which is often tense. 

thus directly affecting the working ability of the rest of the 

hand. She makes a few more interesting observations which 

bear further investigation. 

She states that the thumb must always follow the hand in order 

to remain light and free of tension. When asked to expound on 
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this point. she reol ies. "The_ thumb must never be left 1n a. 

set pos1tion. For examole. 1n a stretch don't leave the thumb 

stretched out. but bring it in to the hand to its natural 

position as soon as possible after use. The same applies to 

the fifth finger." (Friedman 1990). In this examole from the 

Stravinsky Sonata the right hand has to move to a new oosition 

1n order to accommodate the beginning of a new phrase (bar 144 

below). 

Example 7: Stravinsky. Piano Sonata (1924l. I. 143-144 

~~~~~~"~~~~ 

(from I. Stravinskv. Sonate oour piano ( 1924). Boosev and 

Hawkes. p. 8) 

The fifth stretches out to reach the new note with the hand 

following. As the thumb plays the G it must relax and move 

with the hand to the new position. or else it will remain 

tense. causing the fifth to miss the A flat altogether or at 

least. to play it harshly. This idea of the thumb following 

the hand to accommodate position changes also seems to be a 
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new idea no writers have written specifica.lly enough on this 

ooint for its or1ginality to be judged comoletelv. The same 

may be said of Feuchtwanger's oriainal use of the thumb as a 

11

_ioker". which can replace any finger at will. 

Friedman asserts further (1989:4) that the thumb should ~lways 

be used at a slant across a black key so that the first joint 

actuallv activates the key. rather than the side of the fin-

aer. Expanding on this point (1990) Friedman discusses the 

thumb as a starting finger on a black note. She uses the 

Rakhmaninov Prelude Op. 23 no. 4 (right handJ to Illustrate 

this. 

Examole 8: Rakhmaninov. Prelude oo. 23 no. 4. bars 1-3 

A d t t b 'I (J 50) n an e can a 1 e. .. m 
--d.Jt . 
tJ .~e•pre en ntabile 

c p~ ~ ·1ar 3 
:!.. r"'"_!:__L_ 3 ~ :! II. _E _f: -- // I. ... ·-

I : 

~~ u... ~ 1.....1.... T t)~.Y 

(from S. Rakhmaninov. Preludes for Piano. Boosey i:9.nd 

Hawkes. p .. 221 

One starts without strain in any part of the play1ng mechan-

ism. the wrist always being relaxed when using the thumb. The 
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One starts without strain in any oart of the olavina mechan-
- - -

ism. the wrist always being relaxed when using the thumb. The 

right arm hangs relaxed next to the body. One then performs 

the controlled relaxed fall as described in the beginning of 

the "balance" exercise. The relaxed thumb acts as carrier and 

communicator of the momentum created bv the "throwingll of the 

dead weight of the arm. This produces an extremely rich. full 

sound as lona as the wrist and fingers remain as relaxed as 

possible. The thumb must land positioned diagonally across 

the key. almost caressing it into action from the surface. 

The finger continues to move down the key after it is acti-

vated in order not to stop the momentum. This is very import-

ant to ensure a good sound. 

In answer to the question why the thumb is used specifically 

on a black key as starting note and not on a white one. 

Friedman answers (1990) that the thumb often feels awkward on 

a white key because of the thumb 1 S peculiar shape and size. 

but that on a black note these peculiarities donlt matter due 

to the elevated position of these keys. Because of this .the 

thumb can be used without fear on black melodic starting 

notes. 
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The thumb also gives a particularly consistent sound. not onlv 

on black keys. Friedman notes t1989:4). "Consecutive thumbs 

are used to achieve a uniform sound esoeciallv 1n Chooin. '' 

CFr1edman 1989:41. It is evident that Friedman is thinking of 

these consecutive thumbs in a legato context. as Chopin was 

well-known for his love of legato (Eigeldinger 1986:31). 

Friedman croes on to explain the movement taught her bv Feucht-

rt~anger by noting that the thumb consists of two ohalanxes: the 

first forms the thumb tip. the second connects it to the hand. 

The two are connected by a joint. Presume two adjacent white 

notes in a descending oattern have to be played by the right 

hand thumb. The thumb deoresses the first note with the first 

phalanx. Immediately the joint takes the weiaht of the hand 

as the first phalanx is lifted. The kev is raised iust enough 

so that the sound will be held as the first phalanx is turned 

towards the adjacent note. It "climbs over" as it were onto 

the adjacent note. as the joint and second phalanx leave the 

original note. The tio of the thumb then depresses the second 

key. the tip acting as pivot for the rest of the finger and 

hand. as the first phalanx turns to form a ninetv degree angle 

with the end of the key. As it does this. so the rest of the 
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thumb and hand move into their respective natural positions 

behind the new note. As can be crleaned from the exnlanation. 

the wr1st rises slightly to accommodate the pivot.:d role of 

the thumb tip. On white keys Feuchtwanger and Friedman advo-

cate the generally accepted positioning of the thumb Cie. 

thumb to be played just under the side of the naill (Friedman 

1989:4). 

This technique of thumb lecrato is converselv used in the left 

hand and is also employed in ascending patterns in the right 

hand. The first phalanx turns in whichever direction called 

for. and vice versa in the left hand. 

The use of thumb legato is a new invention in piano technique. 

Whole scales can be olaved in this wav and it oroduces a 

beautifully consistent. round sound. Althoucrh Chopin used 

consecutive thumbs in fingering (see example below) we have no 

way of knowing whether he produced the legato with the help of 

the pedal or only with his fingers. 
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Ex_amol~_2: Chopin. Impromptu op. 29. bars 37-39 

w _0::::;.'----

~~~~~ 

1986:245) 

These are authentic fingerings of Chopin: it is interesting to 

note the consecutive legato thumbs in the right hand. bars 38-

39. This would be the ideal place to aoply this technique. 

The thumb can a 1 so II c 1 imn•• from a white to a b 1 ack note. but 

usually just slides down from a black to a white note. 

Feuchtwanger·s approach to the use of the thumb in oiano 

technique is both original and innovative. 
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CHAPTER 5: FINGERING 

"Once when I asked Clara Haskil which fingering she used in a 

certain passage. she looked at me au1te taken aback and 

replied 'whatever comes~' I had a similar answer from Shura 

Cherkassky. one of the most spontaneous of oianists." So 

relates Peter Feuchtwanger in his discussions on fingering 

with famous pjanists of the same musical and technical opin-

ions as he (1988:84). 

While he is not entirely of the same persuasion when it comes 

to complete spontaneity in fingering. Feuchtwanaer does have 

some unusual ideas on the subject. He is of the opinion. for 

instance. that fingerings are exchangeable at any criven 

moment. His pupils are often asked to play a melody with one 

finger to free them as much as possible from finger memory. 

which is often not reliable according to Feuchtwanaer (1988: 

84l. The famous virtuoso Alfred Cortot also let his pupils 

play scales and arpeggios with one finger - apparently the 

only other teacher to have specifically advised this (Kloppen-

burg 1960:81). 
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Feuchtwanger elucidates on the use of soontaneous fingering bv 

declaring that he has encountered manv mus1cians to whom the 

real1sation had not yet occurred that fingerings could be 

highly creative. since 11 
••• each fingering calls forth a diff-

erent movement and each such a movement a different fingering. 

therefore creating each time a new musical experience.~ !F-

euchtwanger 1988:84). Breithaupt aarees with Feuchtwancrer 

that. amongst other things. fingering should be the result of 

natural movement and that it should be led bv intuition and 

the subconscious feeling for rhvthm and dynamics (Kloppenburg 

1951: 333) . 

Feuchtwanger concurs that fingerings should be there in the 

first place to express the musical content. and that there are 

many conventional fingerings which do not express this content 

as well as less conventional fingerings would Cl988:83l. 

Friedman agrees with Feuchtwanger on this point and by wav of 

illustration notes that ~~weaker fingers are mostly used to 

play the especially sensitive notes. for example high points 

or ends of phrases to achieve a naturally soft sound with less 

strain involved.~~ (friedman 1989:8). 
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As far as spontaneity is concerned Feuchtwanaer concedes. 

however. that in certain unoianistic oassages it is advisable 

to work out the best fingering and to stick to it (1988:841. 

Friedman claims that on a more practical level she also does 

not favour conventional fingering. as it stifles musical 

creativitv and causes physical tension resulting in technical 

oroblems (1989:8). She bases this hvoothesis on the fact that 

" ... if random fincrerings are chosen. the mind has no other 

option but to relax as anticipation and exoectation of a 

fingering cannot take place." CFriedman 1989:8). In this way 

weak fingers are in constant use and are thus strencrthened. as 

well as the hand beincr freed of tension (Friedman 1989:8). 

Friedman uses a particular fingering princiole to ~chieve this 

goal. namely that of usincr fingers from oooosite sides of the 

hand. often bypassing adjacent fincrers <1989:8l. Schnabel. 

according to Wolff C1972:178) also used this technique. es-

pecially for neighbouring notes. Chopin also seems to have 

favoured the use of fingers from opoosite sides of the hand. 

where closer fingers would have been more conventional. In 

the following example. the Chopin Nocturne op. 9 no. 2. in bar 
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seven in the right hand. Chooin has indicated the finaerina 4-

1 or alternativelv 4-2 for the interval of the third 1E flat 

to C). A conventional fingering may well have been 3-1 for 

the same notes due to the fact that the third would be the 

closest to follow on from the previous figure. and the thumb 

would fall naturally on the Cas it would be lvincr just above 

it due to the position of the hand. Chopin has. however. 

chosen a less conventional fingering with fingers from both 

sides of the hand. thereby ensurincr a good balance of weight 

and a consistent sound. 

Examole 10: Chopin. Nocturne op. 9 no. 2. bars 7-8 

&ill 

CEigeldinger 1986:2571 

Friedman gives her own reasons for advocating her principles 

of fingering by saying that if the stronger fingers are used 

predominantly as in conventional fingering. the weaker fingers 

compensate by tensing up and negatively affecting the rest of 
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the hand. She aoes on to recommend the constant use of the 

thumb. fourth and fifth fingers. thereby ''keeoing them out of 

trouble'' and so keeping the hand relaxed rFriedman 1989:8). 

Friedman further expands the principle of bypassing fingers to 

include the concept of combination fingerings 1.e. the use of 

weaker and stronger fingers in combination with one another 

(1989:8). The thumb and second finger of each hand are the 

strongest. the third finger is moderately strona whilst the 

fourth and fifth fingers are the weakest. There is thus an 

imbalance of weight and strength in the hand. To eaualise the 

distribution of weight and strencrth fingers from both the 

strong and weak carts of the hand must be used tocrether or 

alternately <Friedman 1990) . For example. take the interval 

. of a third in tremolo <C4/E4) played by the right hand. One 

starts with the traditional 1-3 fingering. but can later 

change to the more unconventional but better balanced 1-4 to 

release tension <Friedman 1990). 

A good example of the use of combination fingering in alterna-

tion is the Chopin Etude op. posth. no. 1 where the fingering 
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for the ricrht hand shown below is advised bv Feuchtwan~er 

(Friedman 1990). 

Examole 11: Chooin. Etude op. posth. no. l. bars 58-60 

t5'1.4 13 1524 '2.3 

~~mnn~~ 

~~~-~-~-fj 
(from F. Chopin. Trois Nouvelles Etudes. Schott. p. 67) 

In the case of a trill (often one of the most strenuous of 

pianistic actions) Friedman has an unusual suggeition: the use 

of four fingers to alleviate tension. Take for example the 

trill C4/D4 played by the right hand: traditionallv this would 

be performed with 1-3. 2-4 or 2-3 as fingerings. Friedman 

suggests the use of 1-4-2-3 whereby fingers from both sides of 

the hand are used. The use of the weak fourth finger guara-

ntees the distribution of weight. If only strong fingers are 

used. there is too much tension concentrated in the strong 

part of the hand causing it to tense up. The use of combina-

tion fingering promises an even and relaxed trill (friedman 

1990). The four-fingered trill in performance is a novelty in 
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The only other reference to a four-finaered 

trill in the 1 i terature is that made bv Chooin 1n rns Pro_iet 

de methode where he mentions it 1n connection with practising. 

advisina the use of three fingers in actual trill performance 

(Eigeldinger 1986:41) The preparatory exercise for this 

trill will be discussed in the cha.oter "Tension and Relax-

ation". 

Another very interesting comment of Friedman's is that often 

" ... fingering backwards is used esoecially when a large inter-

val leao aopears .. " (Friedman 1989:81. Her answer to a 

question requesting more clarification of this rather mvsteri

ous observation is revealing (1990). 

Concerning the use of "backwards fingering" other than in 

leaps. Friedman has in mind a particular exercise for finger 

independence invented by Feuchtwanger in which the fingering 

54321 is used by the right hand in an ascending conjunct five-

note pattern. Fingers and wrist must be relaxed. the ~ingers 

flat against the key surfaces. The connections between the 

notes must be as legato as possible. the action used is that 

of the "flick" as described in Chapter Three. The movement is 
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now obviously on a much smaller scale but the principle of the 

movement stays the same. It is imoerative arm. wrist and 

fincrers remain as relaxed as possible. 

The action must now be repeated at a faster temoo utilising 

the oebble principle described in Chapter Two. Th~ dead 

weight of the arm is "thrown!! onto the keyboard and lands with 

a hicrh wrist which falls due to the follow-throucrh action 

after key activation. The momentum caused by the "throwing" 

action is transferred through each finger respectively through 

the flicking motion as the wrist gradually rises towards the 

end of the pattern. For more detailed information on the 

pebble and flicking motions. refer to the relevant chapters. 

The overall feeling and effect of this exercise is similar to 

that of a pebble skimming across the surface of the water. 

effortlessly and lightly travelling the required distance. 

The exercise is conversely valid for descending patterns in 

the right hand. 

hand. 

as well as for both directions in the left 

The term 11 fingering backwardS 11 may also mean the utilisation 

of fingers from opposite sides of the hand employed in posi-
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tions directly opoosed to those they would naturally hold. 

considering the hand oositions which would naturally be 

adopted in those circumstances (friedman 19901. The best 

explanation is bv way of example with Feuchtwanger's own 

fingering (friedman 1990l. 

Examole 12: Chopin. Etude op. posth. no. 1. bars 61-63 

I 

(from F. Chopin. Trois Nouvelles Etudes. Schott. o. 67) 

A possible conventional fincrerinq for bar 62-63 rioht hand 
I - -

would be 132 431-232 431 where the hand stavs in its natural 

hand position. Feuchtwanger's fingering through its forced 

changing of hand positions gives the perfect rubato: the time 

needed to change providing just the correct delay between the 

notes. to afford a natural ritardando (the excerpt is from the 

end of the piece). In this way the fingering and movement 

answers the musical need exactly and in a most ingenious way. 

There is no precedent for this type of fingering. 
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As regards fingering backwards in large leaps Feuchtwange~ has 

evolved just as ingenious an idea 1Friedman 19901. Aaain this 

utilises the flicking motion. With the wrist relaxed. the 

right hand moves in anti-clockwise motion. the left clockwise. 

An example serves as the best explanation. 

Examole 13: Hummel. Sonata op. 20. III. 36-38 

2. 

(from J. N. Hummel. Sonatas vol. 1. Musica Rara. o. 53) 

Friedman points out that if the traditional fingering of 1-5 

were to be used here in the right hand leap. the fifth finger 

would most likely become tense in anticipation. it would 

almost certainly miss the note. and if it did reach. would 

probably be too tense to play further (eg. bar 371. However 

if one applies backward fingering such as 2-1 instead of 1-5. 

the hand cannot stiffen up in anticipation of the leap as it 

has to change position and gets there just in time to play the 

note. In this wav the tension of anticipation is avoided. 

The whole leap is thus p~rformed in a relaxed and natural way. 
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the sound also being rounder and clearer due to the lack of 

strain involved. The first leap in the examole is finaered 1-

5 due to a lona run in the orevious bar endina on the second 

finger on an adjacent note to the first note of the leap in 

bar 36 (Friedman 1990). 

The fingering given here is comoletelv alien to 
- -

contemporary 

and historic piano methods. It is a highly imaginative way of 

overcoming an age-old pianistic oroblem: that of relaxed 

playing in the most trying of circumstances. The speed of the 

oarticular movement here examined Ca typical Classical/Roman-

tic Presto) increases the possibilities of strained and nerv-

ous playing. making the leaos even more stressful. 

As far as the actual movement is concerned (i.e. fingers 

travelling along the surface of the keys instead of in an arc 

above them fFriedman 1990)) Feuchtwanger does have predeces-

sors: Riemann CKloppenburg 1951:271) and Leschetitzky fKlop-

penburg 1960:62) both agree that the fingers must move along 

the key surfaces rather than in the air. Apart from this 

aspect. Feuchtwanger•s approach to leaps is auite new. 
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In conclusion. a succ1nct summation of Feuchtwanaer's aooroach 

to fingering: "Tension is bound to occur with conventional or 

set fingering when the mind has foreknowledge of what is to 

come next. Arbitrary fingering frees that oart of the brain 

that is responsible for such undesirable tension associated 

rN"ith exoectancy." (Friedman 1989:8) 
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CHAPTER 6: LEGATO AND SOUND 

- I o ..... Lecrato 

Feuchtwanger regards the attaining of a true expressive "sing-

ing'' legato as the ideal in oiano playing (Burkhalter 1980: 

311). He believes it is the only wav to 1mitate the sinaers 

of the cast who inspired the comoosers of their time. includ-

ing Chopin. Earlier composers were also insoired bv the art 

of singing. esoeciallv Bach and Mozart. 

The securing ot an outstanding legato touch 1s of oaramount 

imoortance in the Feuchtwanaer aporoach. To this end. 

Friedman has discussed at some length the acquisition of such 

a touch in her Notes to a Lecture (1989l. 

She begins by stating that most grand pianos have the so-

called double action which assists greatly in achievina an 

outstanding legato. To understand the practical implications 

of this double action. one must discover its manifestation on 

the keyboard. One does this by pressing a key down verv 

lightly until it gives a certain resistance. This point in 
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the kev•s journey downward is named "first action JJ bv 

Friedman. If the kev is deoressed further by exerting slicrht 

pressure on the finger tip. one will arrive at the base of the 

key. This distance between the point of first resistance and 

the base of the key is "second or double action" in Friedman 

terminolocrv. It is the existence of this second action which 

affords one excellent continuity of sound between notes in 

legato. and also makes possible a seemingly seamless lecratis-

simo. 

This second action is the key to perfect legato with the 

minimum of tension. the reason being that one is able to let 

the key rise to almost three-quarters of the wav up to its 

natural position before the dampers are returned to the 

strings. endincr the sound. One can thus keep the sound while 

decreasing three-quarters of the tension on the kev. Upright 

pianos lose sound before the kevs are half-way up. according 

to Friedman. 

To achieve a good legato the orevious key must not be lifted 

completely until the next note is sounded. All keys must be 

held at that ooint where the sound would die were the key 
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allowed to r1se further. In this wav one gains a sustained 

lecr.:~.to Hith the minimum of effort and tension (friedman 1989: 

2). 

Often whole phrases or parts of oassages can be olayed using 

only the second action. if the notes are in the same area. 

The oerformer also feels more secure and in control if the 

dis~ance the keys have to travel to reach key bottom is 

shorter and therefore more controllable. The oerformer is 

also more likely to experience the feeling of playing on the 

strings as against playing on the kevs if second action is 

employed. 

Close-Kev Techniaue for an Outstandina Leaato 

Feuchtwanger regards the use of a close-key technique as 

essential for a true legato touch (Burkhalter 1980:311). He 

comments further. "The fingers don't leave the keys with which 

they are in constant contact." (Burkhalter 1980:.311). 

Friedman agrees that the fingers should remain in constant 

contact with the keys (1989:7). 
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This view of the perfect legato through close-kev technique 

derives from the "Golden Age" pianists. Hofmann hav1ng rN'ritten 

of it most extensivelv. In his book P1-a.no (iuestions linsv-lered 

he discusses the question of the high fincrer stroke in rela-

tion to legato playing. He notes that playing "in the air" is 

lost energy. and not helpful in achievincr a successful leaato. 

"The most beautiful tone in legato style is ever oroduced by a 

'clinging and singing' gliding of the fingers over the keys." 

(Hofmann 1976:23). Suoolementarily he declares that the high 

fincrer stroke should be used as a special effect and not as a 

aeneral rule. Accordingly. he is in complete agreement with 

Feuchtwanger and Friedman. 

Leimer and Gieseking also lament the under-utilisation of this 

techniaue. TN'hich they call the· "Legatiss.imo Touch" CKloppen-

burg 1 9 6 0 : 1 0 3 ) . The action is characterised by a very soft 

pressure on the key combined with the fincrers remaining on the 

keys. According to Wolff (1972:179) Schnabel used this tech-

n i que extensive 1 y. ''The keys seemed to emit a magnetic at trac-

tion for his fingertips. no matter in which way the hand was 

being held." He comments further that it looked as if the 
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kevs were comoletely protected and covered bv Schnabel's hands. 

Close-Kev Techniaue For Increasincr Scee1 

Friedman also discusses close-kev technique in relation to 

speed ( 1989: 7) . She asserts that speed must be achieved with 

the miniml~ exoenditure of energy as the more enerav expended. 

the less energy one has to obtain speed. The logical solution 

would be to play from the key surfaces thus savina the energy 

otherwise expended in reaching the kev surfaces. The energy 

thus saved can be concentrated in the finger tips. making play 

faster and lighter. The sound is also "pearl-like and beauti-

I 

ful" and not metallic. The wrist remains light. simply fol-

lowing the finaers. 

Hofmann also comments on the necessitv of a close-key touch in 

a aood finger technique. "I am convinced that the degree of 

perfection of finger (techniquel is exactly proportionate to 

the development of the legato touch." (1976:34). He goes on 

to explain that by keeping the fingers on the key surfaces. 

both exertion and time is saved. and this allows for extra 

speed. 
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Lecrato Betwe~n Reoeate~_Notes 

Feuchtwanger has devised a special techniaue for pl.aying 

1 ega to betrr~een s 1 ow or medi urn temno rene a 1:ed notes. This 1s 

another innovation which has no precedent. Friedman (1990) 

explains the movement. taking the third finger as the samole 

fingering. 

One starts off having depressed the first note with a flat 

finger which is positioned nearer to the bodv of the piano 

than to the edge of the key. The wrist is then moved towards 

the player. bringing the relaxed finger with (the finger still 

depressing the key) As the wrist moves backward it rises. 

bringing the finger tio closer to the edge of the kev. As the 

finger moves toward the player. the key is gradually allowed 

to rise as far as possible without the sound dying - this 

point is reached at the point of turn-around. The finger 

virtually becomes perpendicular to the key. The finger then 

bends and moves forward once more as it straightens out and 

travels the length of the key to the point of oricrin. The 

wrist lowers correspondingly. As the finger is iust about to 

reach full extension it flicks out the last ohalanx. thus 
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being in a position to start the orocess once more. the kev 

havina been allowed to rise in the same manner as before. 

The turn itself must be done almost impulsively - the finaer 

must hold on until the last minute before reactivation. This 

causes a clinging sensation which heightens the ohysical 

exoeriencing of the musical moment. This is especially effec-

tive when the score calls for tenuti to be olayed on success-

ive reoeated notes. as in the following example. 

Ex~mole 14: Bart6k. Sonata (1926). II. 1-5 

, Sostenuto e pesante, J .. 84 

tJ ,= .=.- - - =---= -p=- .=,:;.~ V':;.:;. ~ -
jl 1 1 1.--~~ 1-1 t, ............ .,, 1......-...1 I...-.. 

......__...... - ...._.. 
""'-""' -

(from B. Bartok. Sonata (1926). Universal. p. 14l 

The same technique may also apply to tenuto chords includina 

repeated notes. as in the Messiaen below. 

Examol~____l2: Messiaen . .,Le baiser de l'Enfant-Jesus". bars 1-3 

Tres lent, calme ( J:ss) 
(Le sommeil) 

A 16 It 

.., - , - .: ~ "\;;.. 'i .: If~ !' - , - : 
pp pp pp 
.;. »ff .: - .. • - -:; ~-Jilt~ -

(Theme de Dieu en berceu•e) rppp IPPP 
(from 0. Messiaen. Vingt Regards sur 1 'Enfant-Jesus. Durand p. 

108) 
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The action is exactly the same except that multiple finaers 

are now taking oart. 

Th1s innovative new technique of playing legato repeated noLes 

in slow or medium tempi closes the discussion of Feucht-

wanger 1 S approach to lecrato playing. 

6.2 Sound 

"To play very expressively. a complete control of the fincrers 

is of primary importance. The finaers must be in a oosition 

to make everv wished nuance. One must have an extremely fine 

feeling for touch in one's whole finger. even into the fincrer 

tio." - J. N. Hummel (Kloppenburg 1951: 156). 

This quote is a good starting point for the study of beautiful 

sound production following the Feuchtwanger approach as most 

of Feuchtwanger's techniques for producing beautiful sound 

involve the fingers only. This is in keeping with his ideal 

of minimal movement. 

Apart from individual movements for particular effects. there 

is one basic rule to be kept in mind in the Feuchtwanger 
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aporoach to sound. This is dealt with extensivelv bv one of 

his "Golden Age" heroes. Lhevinne. when he discusses the role 

of the wrist in securing a beautiful sound. He puts it 1n a 

nutshell: ·~The wrist must always be flexible. The more soring 

the less bump: and it is bumps that make for bad tone on the 

piano. II ( Lhevinne 1972: 19 l . 

Specifically speaking. Friedman 11990) discusses certain tech-

niques which provide certain musical effects. The first. and 

oossiblv the most important. is that of usina the full kev 

length for a good sound. On a technical level this is done 

merely through the finger. wrist or arm \whichever has taken 

part in the action) not stopping the movement on key activa-

tion. but continuing it as a follow-through. This usua 11 v 

takes the form of the finaer movina along the lenath of the 

key towards the bodv of the piano. the wrist and arm following 

naturally. 

But it is at an interpretative level that this action has 

value. besides producing a beautiful sound. Through the 

movement of the finger along the key. the body can experience 

in physical terms the temporal length of the note. thus the 
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phvsical action becomes the manifestation of the musical 

exoerience. Only in this wav can the pianist: "feel" the tone 

for its duration lor at least the most cart of it:J almost: in 

the same way a sincrer or cellist would. Bv d1nt of further 

explanation. if a passage in Scarlatti imitatina guitars 1s 

olaved. the physical action used would be akin to cruitar 

plucking. 1e. a short. sharp action resulting in a short. 

sharp sound. The same goes for long. sustained notes - it is 

actually impossible to produce them phvsically for their full 

lenath on the keyboard. one only crea~es that illusions. A 

long. sustained-type action will. however. help one to achieve 

the desired affect in the same way the plucking action does. 

This physical manifestation of a musical experience also helos 

to provide the correct timing and space and therefore helps 

people to listen - both the performer and the audience. 

Although the follow-through is a well-known pianistic prin-

ciple of movement especially used by Schnabel CWolff 1972: 

25) its specific aoplication in this sense deserves some 

praise. It goes at least some way in helping to solve the 

greatest problem in piano playing: How does the pianist ex-

perience sound. that he or she can no longer control. in such 
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a way that they make the seamless transition to the next note. 

even though they know it is impossible for them to phvsicallv 

make it? The solution lies partly in the above action. 

Tne rest of the answer to this question lies in the answer to 

the following: ''How does one contra l the connection between 

the two notes in a 'Seuftzer' motive. especially in a slow 

tempo?" The quintessential example of a highly expressive. 

exposed 11 Seuftzer" motive is that which comorises the final 

bar of Beethoven!s Sonata op. 109 (right hand) . Any lack of 

control here would ruin completely all that has gone before: 

it is the final moment of exquisite beauty in an highly spiri

tual and great work. 

Examole 16: Beethoven. Sonata op. 109. III. 202-203 

(from L. van Beethoven. Samtliche Klaviersonaten Band II. 

Henle. p. 290) 
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Friedman's answer to the auestion of control i3.t this crucial 

ooint is simole: Relax! Think. concentrate on. and listen to - -

the oresent note. There must be total relaxation and freedom 

as the note is being listened to while subconsciouslY 

conceptualising the next one. The most important thing is to 

trust that one will clay the next note correctlv if one has 

done this. What one thinks will automaticallY become a 

realisation one must therefore make a mental contact between 

the notes or else all will fail. In singing and other melody-

line disciolines. the absolutelY crucial and telling moment is 

the moment of connection between two notes this connection 

determines the meaning of the musical moment. So it must be 

in the art of piano playing except that in piano playing 

this occurs only in the mind. one cannot really connect two 

notes. one merely creates that illusion. Thus the key to a 

meaningful performance of this figure is by: making the cor-

rect mental connection between the two notes. combined with 

'the absolute belief that the notes will be played with the 

perfect affinity: completely forgetting the playing mechanism 

by relaxing it as completely c:iS possible and concentrating 

solelv on the sound. If these directions are followed the 

pianist cannot fail under any circumstances to play most 
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expressively. remembering that absolute concentration is 

reauired lFriedman 1990J. 

Another tip given by Friedman !1989:3l for good sound is 

playing the note on the tip of the fingernail .. When ques-

tioned further on this point. she reolies fl990) that this is 

used for very soft passages to obtain a ringing sound. The 

fingernail is used because it reauires the least amount of 

tension to be able to activate a key. 

It is often used in combination with the so-called "finger 

flick". invented bv Feuchtwanger to draw a bell~like sonority 

from the piano (Friedman 19901. This is an entirely new 

action which has not been documented before. A crood example 

of the context within which this sonority is often called for 

is the Sonata K99 by Scarlatti in which the left hand crosses 

the riqht to play bell-like notes in the top register. 

Examole 17: Scarlatti. Sonata K99. bars 32-35 

(from D. Scarlatti. Bonates Vol. 2. Heugel. p. 169l 
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Friedman (1990) exolains: To start with one must feel the 

indeoendence of the f1nger. in other words feel the fincrer a~ 

an entity aoart from the hand. The act1on 1t.self consists 

a fast flick of the fincrer towards the bodv of the piano. One 

must think from the knuckle down towards the fincrer tip all 

the action takes olace there. One starts with the finger 

curled inwards towards the palm of the hand. the finger sli-

ghtly above the surface of the kev. One then flicks the 

finger towards the body of the piano using the finger from the 

knuckle down only. the nail activating the key as it passes 

over it. The nail is used to activate the key as it requires 

the minimum of tension to do so compared to other carts of the 

playing mechanism. If the f1nger cushion was used it would 

create too loud a sound as it reauires too much tension in 

order to play. The automatic follow-through of this technique 

causes the strings to vibrate differently. creating a differ-

ent timbre: a ringing. clear. bell-like sound. 

This technique can be used in different ways. for example in 

an octave context. Here the fifth finger plays the bell 

sonority while the thumb continues with another figure an 

octave below. 
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Examole 18: Debussy. "La Soiree dans Grenade". bars 5-7 

8-------------------------------------------------
-J J T 

fl lt ~ - - ~ 

.., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ....._ --- --- - ......__ -
_l_ 

u.PPP _... 

~- ---~ • liiiiiil I 

F~--. ~---=-, 

(from C. Debussy. Esta.mpes. United Mus1c. o. 9J 

In the right hand the fingering would most likely be 1-5. In 

order to execute this action. one needs suoport from the other 

finaers. according to Friedman (1990). The suooort must come 

from the unused fincrers think under the knuckles in order to 

achieve this (the concept of support and what it is will be 

discussed in the next chapter) The thumb must be oos1tioned 

sideways on the ·black note. the fifth curled and 1n position 

to do the "f 1 i ck". The fifth then f 1 i cks forr.vard as exo l a ined 

above. the thumb remaining in its place to do its work. This 

technique can also be applied to octaves when both notes are 

given the bell sonority -here the flick is achieved with the 

help of a slight downward movement of the wrist as the fincrers 

are flicked out (the wrist starts a little higher than level 

with the key surfaces) <Friedman 1990). This "flickincr" 

action has not been documented by any other writer to my 
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knowledcre. and is entirelv new and auite different to anv 

o~her techniques discussed thus far. 

An old idea renewed by Peter Feuchtwanger and Mar1an Friedman 

is the use of jeu perl~. literally. "pearl-like qlayinc;r" i.e. 

playing (especially of runs) which could be visualised as 

strings of pearls. so exquisite is the beauty and delicacy of 

the sound. 

This is a well-known technique r..vell documented by orevious 

writers including Breithaupt and especially Lhevinne. Breit-

haupt (Kloppenburg 1960:30) describes jeu perle as being a so-

called "covered leggiero form" where the fingers do not leave 

the keys. the arm and hand remain1ncr quite still. Lhevinne 

(1972:27) examines the matter at lencrth. arrivincr at three 

criteria for delicacy in performance: 1. The arm must "float 

in the air" it must be relaxed and feel licrht (a mental 

rather than a physical attitude) Delicacy is inconceivable 

without a light and relaxed arm 2 .. Each key must be struck 

securely. but lightly 3. The fingers must be keot on the 

surface of the keys. In this way one will achieve a secure 
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lightness comoar~ab l e t.O lace: delicacy with reaularitv of . -

desicrn - no structural weaknesses due to Insecurities. 

Fried.rnan and Feuchtwanger often emolov jeu perle. raising the 

forearm. elbow and wrist. thereby removing all weight from the 

fingers and keys. This affords the beauty of sound assoc1ated 

with jeu peri~. both pianists agreeing with Lhevinne on the 

specifics of the technique (Friedman 1990). According to 

Friedman a fitting illustration of the type of passage which 

calls for the use of jeu perl~ is the opening of the Schubert 

Impromptu D899 no. 2 (right hand). 

Examole 19: Schubert. Impromptu D899 no. 2. bars 1-3 

(from F. Schubert. Four Imoromotus op. 90. D899. Associ-

ated Board. p. 17) 

The last type of sound to be discussed will be the rich 

cantabile sonority of a broad melody. For this. we return to 
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the free fall of the arm as described 1n the becr1nn1ng of the 

" b a l an c e '' ex e r c i s e . Tl"f hen apt;) l i e d to the use !) t the t. h umb ;:t s ~:t 

sta~tina finger on a black note (see Chaoter Four). The 

action is exactly the same as notated in Chaoter Four. the 

momentum of the dead weight of the arm falling on the keyboard 

is channelled throuah the relaxed thumb. and then released 

onto the strings. The rest of the melodv is played with 

comoletely relaxed arm. the fincrers always following through 

to the base of the key. but not diggin9 down after it has been 

struck. Pressure from the fingers also contributes to the 

richness of sound as all tension is released at the moment of 

activation. The use of follow-through and a relaxed wrist are 

the kevs to a beautiful. sonorous tone (friedman 1990). 

An interesting example of the use of the "free fall" for good 

tone is the slow section from thA Shostakovitch First Sonata 

( 1926). Here the right hand does not have enough time to drop 

completely before playing the melody note: and has to relax in 

Inid-air before dropping in the required wav onto it. This is 

also an ideal place to use the thumb as starting f1nger in 

order to produce a rich. full sound. 
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~?.;_3D.1D]_f.:__~!:d.: 3hostakovi t ch. Sonata oo. 12 ( 19 26 l . bars 210-211 

dolce 
ma marc. 

(from D. Shostakovitch. 

Peters. o. 14) 

A'l a vie rso nate nr. 1 (t926l 

The oredecessors of this free fall movement as apolied to 

actual practice in oerformance are numerous. Matthav (Klop-

penbu.rg 1960:110) speaks of the "T~Ve ight touch" '"'here the 

weiaht of the arm is used in the manner of the Deope "con-

trolled fall". It is spoken of as a touch. and not discussed 

in detail with regard to particular uses. Deppels d1sciple 

Emil Sochting takes this further by discussing the "controlled 

fa 11
11 

in terms of the weight of the arm worki ncr on the key 

through the agency of the finqer. Sochting speaks of making a 

sound with the finger on the key. the "controlled fall" up to 

now having been used as an exercise to demonstrate the orin-

ciple of a certain movement. rather than being used directly 

in conjunction with producing a particular sound. 
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Hofmann also discusses the playing of cantabile passages and 

savs. "As a creneral - - 1 pr1nc1p ... e. I believe in the free-hanaincr. 

l1mp arm and recommend using its we icrh1: in cantabile p laving.'' 

(1976:8). 

concludes the discussion on Feuchtwanaer's ideas on 

legato and sound. and we now move to one of the most interest-

ina and original aspects of the Feuchtwancrer approach. that of 

tension and relaxation. 
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CHAPTER 7: TENSION AND RELAXATION 

7.1 Tension and relaxation 

Some of Feuchtwanaer's and Friedman's most interestincr com-

ments are to be found in this chapter on tension and relax-

at ion two of the most difficult and imoortant conceots in 

pianism. Posture at the oiano will be discussed. then the 

concepts tension and relaxation as relevant to oiano olavina. . - -

alona with such ideas as right and wrona tens1on. and the all-

important concept of support fa new idea 1n oiano techniaue 

especially as far as the application of this is concerned). 

Posture at the Piano 

''Posture combined with both the stabilitv and correct heicrht 

of the piano stool are the sine aua non tor correct plaving 

... Even while executing the most difficult cassacres. the 

pianist's bodv should remain still. without being iigid. and 

should not be anv exaggerated facial expression." (Feucht-

wanger 1988:83) Burkhalter confirms that Feuchtwanger ore-

fers his students to '' ... sit rather low before the oiano and 

to adopt an immobility that is relaxed and without stiffness." 

(1980:311). 
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A number of writers agree with Feuchtwancrer on the oosture a~ 

-che instrument. Deooe IKloooenburg 1960:21) and Breithauot 

CKloopenbur9 1960:27) both recocrnise the value or sitt1na low 

at the keyboard. while Breithauot !Kloooenburg 1960:24l speci-

fically warns against stiff oosture. as does Feuchtwanger. 

Agreeing. Riemann IKloooenburcr 1951:2681 asserts that th~ pos-

ture of the player must be unforced. vet suoole. Schnabel 

also sat low at the oiano (Wolff 1972:25). 

The Dutch pianist and teacher Paul Ro~s (d. 1955l states that 

one should sit with one's upoer torso slicrhtly backwards. the 

better to gain a little distance from one's work (Kloppenburg 

1960: 141) . Friedman is in aareement with Ro~s on this point 

(friedman 1989:9). She discusses the i~portance of muscular 

suooort from the lower back muscles throuah the concept of a 

particular isometric exercise (see the discuss1on of chord 

plaving 1n Chapter Three for more detail) The use of this 

exercise forces the back to be straight or bent slightly back-

wards. 

Although he did not agree with sittina low at the piano. 

Leschetitzky. through the words of one of his puoils Malwine 
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Bree. has the last word on oosture at the plano. Th1s auote 

succ1nctlv surrunar1ses Feuchtwanaer's idea of oostur~: One s1ts 

at the piano .as a aood rider on his horse. unforcedlv 

erect." (Kloopenburg 1960:60). 

"In many pianists. the mere thought of a chord will cause an 

unnecessary change or a contraction of the muscles - the neck 

stiffens. shoulders are oulled up or thighs tightened. All of 

this is totally unnecessary for the coming action and further-

more . hampers it . '~ (Feuchtwanger 1988:83J. Thus Feuchtwanaer 

reinforces on his principle of only the necessary movements 

being made towards a goal. Anything else is wasted energy. 

He concedes. however. that "A certain amount of tension 1s 

always present ... is indeed absolutely essential. However one 

must not confuse the right tension with strain. We need 

tension in order to walk upright .. to hold a cuo or play the 

piano: without it our bodies would collapse helplessly as in a 

faint." IFeuchtwanger 1988:851. Feuchtwanger exoands on this 

when he says he does not like the expression "relax". as one 

cannot play the oiano without tension. but that " .. only the 
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muscles and tendons needed at tha~ moment should be used 

whilst the res~ of the bodv remains free of unnecessarv 

st.ra in. II ( Feuchtr.vanger 1988: 8:3 l . 

Riemann aarees r.vith Feuchtwanqer on this ooint. saying that 

evervthing which is strained is wrona as 1t impairs the free 

use of the hands <Kloppenburg 1951:268). Matthav accedes 

that relaxation is imoortant. and that the release of all 

extraneous tension is central to this concept fKloooenburg 

1960: 113l. Leimer and Gieseking go further bv stating. "Piano 

olaving must happen with the least oossible exertion ... " 

(Kloppenburg 1960:1031. while the Dutch pianist and teacher 

Dirk Schafer (1874-1931) sums it up conciselv when he says. 

''The bas i s of tech n i c a l con t r o l is rest r4 i thou t s t i tines s . " 

(original italics) (Kloppenburg 1960:1461. 

Riaht and Wrona TensioD 

Friedman expounds on this subject. having developed various 

theories on tension and its acceptable derivative. support. 

Wrong tension is seen as tension which is detrimental to a 

performance too much tension. or incorrect Placement of 
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suooort. Friedman (1989:11 considers the orob1em ot ~oo much 

tension: ·'In most students tension s~arts accumula~incr 1n the 

neck. stomach. shoulders. wrists. elbows. forearms. evervwhere 

exceot 1n the fingers. and this is undesirable str.:tin." She 

also mentions locking of the wrist as a classic examole of too 

much tension. 

Schnabel concurs with Feuchtwanger and Friedman that relax-

ation (especially of the neck and shoulders) is of the utmost 

imoortance. He further accedes that a "concen-cration on 

relax.3.tion" is most essential. stating that "Tension should be 

in the head only." (Wolff 1972:24l. 

This last comment is of special interest to us as Friedman 

points out ihat tension can be shifted from a olace where it 

is detrimental to a olace where it can be used. 

Shiftina Tension 

How does one shift tension. for examole. from the forearm to 

the fingers? Friedman (1990) relates the process: Before one 

starts the process the hand must be in neutral position. One 

then relaxes the playing mechanism. so doing alreadv shifting 
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some tension. One then concentrates on t h.c ........ soot w11ere the 

tension is to be. thinking of that olace onlv ' . 1 wn1.e rem.:tln 1 ncr 

relaxed. The tension will then move to the olace of concen-

tration: tension has now successfullv been shifted from one 

area to another. This tension. now olaced in the correct 

area. 1s experienced and used oositivelv as suoport. 

7.2 Supoozt 

Suooort is the correct amount of tension d1stributed correctlv 

in the hand. As was oointed out oreviously. one needs a 

certain amount of tension in order to olav 1n fact one 

cannot plav without 1t. This tension must be used in the 

correct auantities in the correct olaces. or else wasted or 

wrong tension occurs. leadincr to strain and sometimes 

oaralysation of the playing mechanism. 

The hand has a naturally unequallv distributed strencrth due to 

the difference in strength between the various fingers. One 

therefore needs to equalise the distribution to olav. All 

fingers need to work together in order to do this (Frledman 

1990). 
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Friedman Cl9901 continues to exoound on the subiect of suonort 

and illustrates how it works. When one 1s olaying with the 

fourth or fifth fingers one must think of the first. as think-

ing on the opposite side of the hand to that wh1ch you are 

usincr automaticallv distribu~es the weiaht eauallv. 

One may also need to strencrthen the finger being used by 

thinking of it. especially in the case of the fifth where one 

must think the fifth from the bottom of the palm at the wrist 

throuah the side muscle and down to the finger tio. One must 

think similarlv in terms of the thumb to be able to control it 

(Friedman 1989:1). 

The general rule for thinking support . however. is to think 

under the hand (in other words the palm) so that ~· .. the cor-

rect amount of tension can be distributed and oroportioned 

correctly." <Friedman 1989:1). 

How To Get Suooort 

According to Friedman. the first thing one needs to remember 

is that one always needs support to plav C1990l. The first 
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steo in cre~~1ncr suooort 1s to relax. lett1na ex~raneous ten-- -

sion d1sappear. One usuallv needs to decrease tens1on in 

order to get the correct amount for suooort. The second sten 

is to relax and concentrate on the place where the supoort 1s 

needed. If the hand has remained relaxed in concentration. 

the correct amount of suopor-r: will aooear at the ol.:tce. upon 

which the concentration was directed. "Do not do anvthincr 
- -

ohysically to achieve the right amount of tension. concentrate 

and relax. and it will appear." (Friedman 1990). 

Refer to the following chapter for an excellent exercise which 

equips the mind for the mental isolation and control of the 

parts of the olaying mechanism. 

The onlv direct reference to supoort found in the literature 

is a small paragraph in Josef Hofmann's book Piano Questions 

Answered where he says. .bv concentrated thinkinq you should 

endeavour to transfer the displav of force to the finger tips 

instead of holding the tension in your arm. For this produces 

fatigue. while the way I suacrest will lead you to develop 

considerable force through the hand and fingers alone and 

leave the arm practically limp and loose." (Hofmann 1976:9). 
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Others have hinted at the use of supoort. but usuallv too 

vaquelv under the guise of terms such as ":finaer 9r~ssure". 

One of the few clearer auotes comes once aaain from one of 

Chopin's most talented pupils. Princess Czartorvska when she 

speaks of " ... concentrating the sensorial power in the extreme 

tios of the fincrers." (Eigeldinger 1986:30) She refers 

specifically to a mental process by speaking of concentrating 

not in the abstract sense. but in consciously placing the 

power in a specific place. Seen in this context. Chooin 

probably used support consciously to achieve the same goal. if 

not utilising the same mental means as Feuchtwanger. 

Practical Aoolication of the Suooort Theorv 

Let us presume that one has a oroblem in a p,3.rticular finger-

work-tvoe run and that the fourth finger is not working. One 

sets to work solving the oroblem throuqh finding the correct 

place to apportion support. 

1. One finds that the adjacent fingers are tense. taking 

energy away from the fourth. Relax the third and fifth bv 

concentrating on them and think the fourth finger from the 

knuckle down. The support will then be concentrated on the 
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four~h finaer and will no longer exist as wasted tension 1n 

the ~hird and fifth fincrers. 

2. One could then find that the fault lies elsewhere. d1s-

coverincr the thumb and second to be tense. To relax these one 

thinks of the fourth and makes sure it does its work. It is 

also very imoortant to remember the orinciole of thinkincr on 

the ooposite side of the hand. One must thus think of the 

thumb. relaxing it when olay1ng the fourth. The relaxation of 

the thumb is very important. One can also think of the muscle 

be~ween the thumb and second finger. and use that as a point 

of support. There are no fixed rules. one must be creative in 

one's thinking if one of the more usual solutions does not 

work. 

3. If none of the above works. relax the wrist. elbow. shoul-

ders and neck and then replay the run with the least exertion 

possible IFriedman 1990). 

This conceot avoids the spirit-breaking. mind-numbing practis-

ing of runs in endless rhvthms 1n order to acquire evenness. 
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This exerc1se is intended for fast relaxa-c1on as •.-1ell as for 

obtainincr power through speed ot attack. rather than force of 

weiaht. Friedman (1990'! relates the sequence of events: one 

starts with the hand neutral on the surface of the kevs. 

comoletelv relaxed. - - The hand rests. for examole. roughly 

between D4/E4 and A4/B4 (right hand) . Suddenly. with abso-

lutely no preparation. the finaers jump to the octave (in this 

case C4/C5l and back a.s soon as oossible. relaxina irmnediate-

ly. The octave must be taken absolutely cleanly and securely. 

The fingers then take the next octave in the same manner. the 

lack of rhvthm or metre 1n the exercise providing the all-

imoortant element of surprise. 

The mental aspect of this exercise is also verv imoortant -

there must be no preparation in the mind for the following 

octave or else the exercise is pointless. The absence of 

preoaration. mental or otherwise. ensures the absolute relax-

ation of the playing mechanism and the mind despite the diffi-

culties which are to follow. In this wav one prepares one's 

mind and body to cope with the most difficult and exhausting 

of oassages. A oiece in which this technique can be directlv 
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exoloited is Moszkovski's Etincelles. Aoart from ~his niece 

there is no reference in the literature to anv techniaue of 

this kind to my knowledae. even thouah it fulfils such an 

Important purpose. 

All of the techniques and conceots in this chanter are either 

different apolications of old ideas or are completely new. 

The mental approach to achieving the correct support 1s new. 

certainly in the precise and specif1c wav in which it is 

oractised. The concept of thinking of various parts of the 

hand in order to apportion tension correctly. thereby achiev-

ina evenness. is quite revolutionary as 1t has no orecedence 

in piano methods past or present. These are further proofs of 

Feuchtwanger's innovative approach to the art of oiano play-

ing. 
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CHAPTER 8: THE MENTAL ASPECT 

"How you think will automatically become a realisation." 

(Friedman 1989:2). This provides the key to the essence of 

the Feuchtwanger approach: controlling of the mind so that it 

has perfect control over the physical being and especially 

supreme control over itself. This last aspect is at the same 

time the most important and the most difficult. The control 

over the physical must be practised until the point of reple-

tion while the control over the mental must reach such a stage 

that it is no longer a goal. but a state of m1nd through which 

the musical soul has the simplest and most unrestricted path 

towards exoression. Towards this end one must oractise and 

refine one's cowers of concentration not onlv through daily 

oractising of exercises especially created for this purpose. 

but most importantly. through intense concentration on the 

musical moment every time one plays or practises. This con-

centration must always be centred only on that moment and on 

nothing else (friedman 1990). 

The mental aspect of Feuchtwanger's approach embraces more 

than control over the physical and mental - it also addresses 
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the attitude of the oerformer towards his or her ar~ and their 

relationshio to it. Here the 1nfluence of Zen oh1iosoohv on 

Feuchtwanaer's approach is the most evident: comolete self-

lessness and humility before one's art. This translates into 

more practical terms when discussed in relation to concentra-

tion and the need to control the mind and the will. 

In the prev1ous chapter we examined the r6le of the mind in 

relation to support. It was found that suooort is an in-

dispensable oart of piano playing. and is used at all times. 

It was also shown that suoport is controlled and directed 

solelv bv the mind. Thus the mind is used at a verv practical 

level in the Feuchtwanger approach. engaged in the note-bv-

note execution of a work. This level of concentration is used 

especially in solving technical oroblems while learnincr to 

master a piece. Bv the time the work is performed this level 

has been transcended as the mind now automatically and sub-

consciously goes through the correct thought processes for the 

motoric side of the performance. 
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In answer to the auestion whether concentra~ion can be orac-

tised or not. Friedman (19901 answers that it not onlv can. 

but must be oractised. She goes as far as saying that the 

rnanner and content of one's concentration in the oractice room 

will be exactlv the same on stacre. If one's concentration is 

lackina in oractice. so will it also be in oerformance. One 

thus not only practices phvsical patterns of action. but also 

mental patterns of concentration (Friedman 1990). 

She goes on to state that one must consciously decide where to 

direct one's musical and technical attentions with regard to 

every note. One does this accordincr to the guidelines of 

support as outlined in Chapter Seven and accordina to one's 

own solutions to the various problems present in a work. Once 

decided uoon. the concentration pattern should be set so that 

it becomes a conditioned resoonse. thus freeina the mind to 

concentrate on other aspects of the music. 

How does one secure such mental control over one's hands and 

fingers so that one can mentally isolate each part in order to 

control it? Friedman has develooed a comoletely unique exer-

cise to help develop this faculty to the highest degree. No 
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references are made in the literature to anv exerc1ses of this 

sort. The control of tension and suooort is synonvmous with 

th1s exerc1se. 

An Exercise For Develooincr Concentration 

Friedman (1990) exolains the exercise: "Start with the hand in 

the position described as being the perfect balance between 

tension and relaxation at the piano. fincrers resting on the 

key surfaces fsee Chapter Two). Close your eyes in order to 

concentrate more deeply. shutting out all extraneous thoughts 

and stimuli. Think of the thumb. concentratincr only on it -

nothing else exists. All awareness of the other fingers must 

disappear. Concentrate on the various parts of the thumb. 

isolatincr them. Test the intensity of your concentration bv 

makincr sure that you actually feel a sensation in the-particu-

lar olace of concentration. If no sensation is felt. inten-

sify your concentration until you do. You will then be "feel-

ina'' and isolating the particular area successfully. 

Returning to the thumb. think of the first phalanx. then the 

second. feeling them both seoarately. Isolate the muscle 

under the thumb. feeling it separately to the other muscles. 
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Then feel the thumb as a whole. from the base of the muscle 

under the ~humb through to the finaer tio. ''{ou mav· r3.lso 

1solate the finger tio if vou wish. 

Move on to the other fingers. doincr the same with each one. 

Each finger must be isolated prooerly for this exerc1se .to be 

of anv worth. The fifth must also be felt from the base of 

the muscle to which it is connected. Lastly. concentrate and 

isolate the oalm of the hand. the wrist. and the area under 

the knuckles. resoectively. The reason for this is that 

tension is often shifted from the wrist to these other areas 

when the wrist locks with tension in oerformance. This exer-

cise develoos a highly focused concentrat1on which is able to 

olace and transfer tension and suoport at will. In this wav 

the fingers reallv do become the slaves of the mind. 11 

(friedman 1990l. 

One also needs. according to Friedman (19901. to predict the 

technical problems most likely to occur on stacre. as these are 

likely to differ from those in the oractice room due to the 

added ingredient of stress in a performance situation. One 

can predict these problems by makincr oneself nervous in the 
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oractice room and therebv discover1na weak soots which can be 

streng-chened. 

Another area in which the mind can exercise control 1s that of 

controlling nerves in a performance situation. It is the onlv 

H<3.V to control nerves in oerformance according to Fri_edman 

(1990) She asserts that concentration centres one's atten-

tion on the music. allowing no space for fear thouahts to be 

transmitted from the subconscious. In order to do this one 

must occupy one's mind fully with the music. It is therefore 

of the utmost importance that one knows and has practised what 

to think. and when to think it. 

The American pianist and teacher George Kochevitsky aarees 

"'.Vi th Friedman on these ooints in his book The Art of Piano 

Playing A Scientific Approach. He states. "The student has 

to be taught not only how to play but also how to think .. 

(1967:51). By this he means not only in playing but in the 

choice of the student's repertoire. the organisation of his or 

her practice time and so on. Kochevitsky does not make re-

ferences to the solving of technical problems through specific 
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direct1on of the cowers of concentration on the ohvsical. as 

Friedman does. 

Her understanding of the conceot "support'' seems to be entire-

ly original. Kochevitsky does discuss the role concentration 

olays in controlling nerves. stating that "Strona concentra-

tion on concrete artistic problems. on the musical image. 

inductivelv suppresses the harmful influence of anv irrelevant 

stimulations." (1967:531. He thus agrees with Friedman on the 

subject of concentration controlling nervousness in oerform-

ance. 

Another concept of Friedman's concerning the use of the mind 

in controll ina the physical is that of "leading''. This is a 

concept invented by her to solve the problem of hand co-ordi-

nation and rhythmical alignment (1989:7). Expanding on this 

idea fl990i she explains that it means concentrat1ng on one 

hand only. ignoring the other. For example. 1n a scale one 

would concentrate on the left hand ascending. the right de-

scending. "Leading" means that the hand being concentrated on 

is the hand that sets the pace. the other adjusting itself 

accordingly. 
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Friedman d1scusses this extensivelv in her lifotes to a Lecture 

under the headin~ of "Anticioation". She states that manv 

musical and techn1cal oroblems occur because oianists think 

ahead while they are olaying. instead of concentrating entire-

lyon the musical.moment. She notes. "To a larae extent-oiano 

plaving is a battle with the subconscious mind. The underlv-

i ncr fear must be determined and eradicated.'' ( 1989: 3) . 

Regarding fear for a larcre leap ahead. Friedman has an incren-

ious solution: " .. (imagine) that vou are going in the oooosite 

direction and at the last minute reverse course." (1989:3). 

In this wav the mind is tricked and doesn't have time to 

anticipate the leao: it is forced to execute the leao without 

oreoaration. Friedman states further that mental anticipation 

of problem areas ahead not only affects those areas when they 

are reached. but affects the rest of the performance as well 

the wrist and other oarts of the plaving mechanism stiffen up 

in anticipation of the oroblem. and worst of all. the mind 

reaches a state of overriding anxiety. 
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The solution is to concentrate solelv on the musical momen~ 

(Friedman 1989:31 and on no~hing else. cast or present. Here 

we return to the Zen conceot of "ourooselessness". One must: 

be purposeless in that one must forget onels croal i.e. a 

oerfect performance. One must forget one's mistakes past and 

difficulties to come. If one concentrates exclusively on ~he 

present. one's mind has no time to wo~ry about anything else. 

Problematic parts appear in their integral positions in the 

music and the mind negotiates them in a· relaxed manner because 

no anticipation has taken olace. Music exists solely in the 

oresent. the past a point of reference. the future nonexist-

Only with this understanding can the pianist overcome 

all. 

Finally. Friedman notes (1990). one must see the whole oer-

formance as a work of art. Mental preparation beains from the 

momen~ of arrival at the hall.· Acclimatisincr slowlv to the 

ohvsical circumstances one prepares oneself mentally by con-

centrating on the music about to be played. This concentra-

tion must be as deeo as oossible so as to fill the mind. not 

allowing fear thoughts to enter. One steos onto the staqe 

already having reached a level of concentration and mental 
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oneness with the music. Taking one's seat before the Dlano. 

one must crather one's thoucrhts finally. forgetting oneself. 

one's techniaue and the aoal ahead. One should sit as relaxed 

as oossible. vet erect. the arms hancrincr looselv down at the 

sides. One immerses oneself completely in the music before 

liftina one's hands to the kevboard in the manner of the 

"balance" exercise. The fingers hang relaxed from the wr1sts 

and brush the edge of the kevs before striking the openina 

notes. "Only then can the oianist achieve unitv with the 

instrument and beain the work without preoaration and ten-

s1on." (Friedman 1989:6). 

Sviatoslav Richter outlined the ideal: "The music subjugates 

you and does not leave place for idle thoughts. Now one 

forgets everything- not only the public but himself as well." 

CKochevitsky 1967:53). 

And so the artist becomes one with the elusive art. the soiri-

tual art. the selfless art -the art of music. 
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